PLC Team: 5th Grade
PLC Agenda

Meeting Date:
9/11/19
Meeting Time:
8:15-8:55
Meeting Location: Mrs. Robinette's Rm

Member's Present:
Dawn Robinette
Angela May
Nolene Crabtree
Chris Lusk

Member's Absent:

Team Norms:

*Everyone arrives on time so the meeting may start and end on time.
*A workable agenda is set for every meeting.
*Everyone has an opportunity to share.
*All opinions are valued.
*Everyone may add agenda items.
*The well being and education of our students is our ultimate goal.

School Goals:

We will increase the percentage of students meeting or exceeding the standards as
measured by the ACT Aspire in Reading: grades 3-5.

Team Goal:

Literacy will implement reading fluency and RTI to attempt to close our gaps in reading.
Math will implement Eureka Math.

Focus Question(s):

1. When does the new phonics program start?

2. How are we going to assess the students monthly in math since there is a new

program?
3. Is our A week B week schedule going to cause problems with the Sped. Classes and Dyslexia?

Discussion and plans:

1. Spelling Test tomorrow- Crabtree and Lusk will stay tomorrow after school to help grade the spelling
tests. They will test next week with the second part of the test. It covers RED words (Irregular Words).
2. We will continue to use the Istation test to assess the students monthly.
Lusk will test them monthly on Istation Math and then continue with Zearn to have them
practice the skills being taught in the classroom. The Istation Math test, tests over an array of skills
and the Zearn has them practice the skills being taught with the new math program. Lusk is having the
Zearn as a rotation in her Science Labs each week. Also to help, Lusk is formatting some of her labs
to help review skills already introduced in Robinette's math.
3. We won't know about the Dyslexia schedule because we haven't received one yet.
It won't matter A week B week for sped schedule but we are more concerned about the dyslexia schedule
because those students don't need to miss Math or Literacy classes.

